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This project will create a mechanism for OEMs to trust that CIs deployed by infrastructure owner operators

(IOOs) are broadcasting accurate, consistent, reliable, and secured messages that can support in-vehicle RLVW

and other safety applications. Without a reproducible process to verify CIs, a coupling of this verification

process to the issuance of security credentials, a process for detecting misbehavior and re-testing intersections,

and a field deployment demonstrating verified broadcasts, production vehicles with these life-saving

applications will be unable to operate. The five project goals for this effort are: 

1. Complete a successful reference implementation corridor.  

2. Develop a process for OEMs to trust CIs to have accurate, consistent, reliable, secure messages.  

3. Establish ongoing collaboration between IOOs, OEMs, and Security Credential Management System

(SCMS).  

4. Conduct outreach and work with other deploying IOOs.  

5. Make test tools, procedures, and verification processes publicly available.  
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1. Project Name: “Enabling Trust and Deployment Through Verified Connected Intersections”

2. Grant number: 69A3552341007-SMARTFY22N1P1G53 

3. Name of person submitting this DMP: Jeremy Schroeder 

4. ORCID of person submitting this DMP: 0000-0002-5751-9861 

5. Email and phone of person submitting DMP: schroeder@acconsultants.org, 2028091900 

6. Name of organization for which the person submitting this DMP is working: Utah Department of

Transportation 

7. Email and phone number for the organization: bleonard@utah.gov, 8018873723 

8. Link to the organization or project website, if applicable: https://transportationtechnology.utah.gov/  

9. Date the DMP was written: 12/15/2023 

1. Data for this evaluation will include data outputs from signal controllers at connected intersections (CIs) and

data broadcast by the CIs, as well as the data reported by testing tools developed by a combination of this

project and the SAE Connected Transportation Interoperability Committee (CTIC) Phase 2 project efforts.

The data gathered and retained in this project will be the final datasets collected during the Field Validation

“runs” that are conducted to assess the CI compliance with requirements that project partners agree are

acceptable for nationwide CI deployment and V2X communications (note that any data used or collected

during tool development will not be retained or archived). Data that will be collected on CI corridors for

testing and verification include: 

Field Validation of SPaT will consist of: 

Signal Controller Output (approximately 21 data elements output from the signal controller,

Metadata format: as defined in the National Transportation Communications for Intelligent

Transportation Systems Protocol (NTCIP) 1202 Standard, Data format: JSON files or .csv files) 

RSU SPaT Output (approximately 12 data elements describing the broadcast by the RSU),

Metadata format: as defined in the SAE V2X Communications Message Set Dictionary

J2735_2023 Standard, Data format: JSON files and/or .csv files) 

Output of SPaT Test Tool (Still in development. Data to be defined as tool is developed) 

Field Validation of the MAP Message will consist of: 

MAP message data (approximately 23 data elements. Encoded in ASN.1; output in .csv for

comparison, Metadata format: as defined in the SAE V2X Communications Message Set

Dictionary J2735 MAP message standard) 

Field collected lane data (approximately 6 data elements. Meta data as defined in the SAE V2X

Communications Message Set Dictionary J2735 MAP message standard) 

Output of MAP Test Tool (Still in development. Data to be defined as tool is developed). 

No additional data from other sources beyond this project are anticipated at this time. 

 

2. The data to be collected and retained in this effort will be collected only for the short periods of time when

testing tools are active and the project team is conducting test “runs” to compare data broadcasts by the CIs as

compared to the actual data (i.e., signal controller data and infrastructure position data). The number of “runs”

collected and retained will depend on the number of attempts to fully validate the intersection(s) and

understand the readiness of test tools and processes. Only data used by the final test tools will be retained; any

data collected or used during test development will not be retained. 

3. A significant amount of data from this effort is generated by public infrastructure operated by Utah DOT. The

only remaining data will be from testing tools that are either developed within this project or developed by the

USDOT funded SAE CTIC. There are no expectations that the outputs of these tools will represent sensitive



data.  

4. Test results will be used to assess both test tools and CI performance. Reports will describe the test results.

There is no significant long-term value anticipated from the data itself. The value will be in the availability of

the test tools for other agencies to use in validating CIs. 

1. Data file formats that are used and retained for this effort are expected to be as follows: 

Signal Controller Output, Data format: JSON or .csv files; 

RSU SPaT Output, Data format: JSON or .csv files; 

Output of SPaT Test Tool: anticipated to be .csv files (Still in development. Data to be defined as tool is

developed); 

MAP message data: Encoded in ASN.1; output in .csv for comparison; 

Field collected lane data: not known at this time; and 

Output of MAP Test Tool: anticipated to be JSON or .csv files (Still in development. Data to be defined

as tool is developed). 

2. The project team anticipates using existing and widely accepted standards as the basis for the metadata,

including those developed by SAE, NEMA, AASHTO, and ITE to ensure maximum data utility and expanded

use by others. 

3. Metadata standards to describe the data are expected to be as follows:  

Signal Controller Output, Metadata format: as defined in the National Transportation Communications

for Intelligent Transportation Systems Protocol (NTCIP) 1202 Standard 

RSU SPaT Output, Metadata format: as defined in the SAE V2X Communications Message Set

Dictionary J2735_2023 Standard) 

Output of SPaT Test Tool (Still in development. Data to be defined as tool is developed) 

MAP message data, Metadata format: as defined in the SAE V2X Communications Message Set

Dictionary J2735 MAP message standard 

Field collected lane data, Meta data as defined in the SAE V2X Communications Message Set

Dictionary J2735 MAP message standard 

Output of MAP Test Tool (Still in development. Data to be defined as tool is developed). 

One metadata file will be a DCAT-US v1.1 (https://resources.data.gov/resources/dcat-us/) .JSON file,

the Federal standard for data search and discovery. 

No sensitive data will be collected or used for this effort. The project team is discussing the inclusion of data from

the Connected Vehicle Pooled Fund Study (CV PFS) Connected Intersection Message Monitoring System

(CIMMS); if this is used, the proper handling, use, and processing of any sensitive data will be addressed at the

time. No access restrictions identified at this time. 

1. Intellectual property rights are described here for two data types: 

Infrastructure-generated data: Signal controller output data, and RSU SPaT output and MAP message

data will be generated by public infrastructure, so they are the intellectual property of Utah DOT and

will be made available for public use.  

Field collected lane data: not known at this time. Note that research is underway to determine this, but it

is expected that the output of any systems would be non-proprietary; this will be finalized pending

selection of the final research approach. 

Test tool-generated data: The project team anticipates using test tools and approaches developed by the

SAE CTIC Project, which is Federally funded; therefore, this output of SPaT Test Tool and MAP Test

Tool data is understood to be available for public use. 

2. No transfer of rights to a data archive is anticipated to be needed at this time. 



3. No licenses are expected to be used. 

4. Products developed from the USDOT-sponsored SAE CTIC project will be used, which may result in the re-

use or regeneration of outputs from that effort. 

1. Data will be archived at a public facing website operated by Utah DOT and publicly accessible. As the size

and number of datasets is better understood, the capacity of existing Utah DOT websites will be assessed and

an alternate identified, if necessary.

2. The expected repository will be the Utah DOT Transportation Technology website

(https://transportationtechnology.utah.gov/). Sub-directory folders to be determined as this approach is

finalized.  Note: An alternate site might be identified to house data collected in this project. 

3. Metadata will be based on the national standards definitions of the datasets, including the US Federal

Government DCAT-US Metadata Schema https://resources.data.gov/resources/dcat-us/. 

4. Per the US DOT Public Access plan and all final data will be assigned a persistent identifier that points to its

publicly accessibly location.
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